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MEDIA RELEASE 

 

Home-grown furniture store rebrands as MÖBEL STORY and launches 

new flagship concept furniture store at Dempsey 

The all-new 4,000 sq. ft. flagship concept furniture store features world renowned European brands 

 

MÖBEL STORY’s new flagship store will feature six renowned European furniture brands; FLEXA 
(Denmark), hülsta (Germany), Kymo (Germany), Leolux (Netherlands), now! by hulsta (Germany) 

and Paola C (Italy) 

 

SINGAPORE, 10 July 2015 – Home-grown furniture company, Hi Ko, reinvents itself to take on a new 
name, MÖBEL STORY and will expand its retail business operations to bring exquisite European 
handcrafted designer furniture and decorative arts to Singapore through an all-new flagship concept 
store this mid July 2015. 

Located at the tranquil Loewen Road by Dempsey Hill, MÖBEL STORY’s new flagship store will 
feature six renowned European furniture brands; FLEXA (Denmark), hülsta (Germany), Kymo 
(Germany), Leolux (Netherlands), now! by hulsta (Germany) and Paola C (Italy), giving new and 
existing customers an insight into elegant and luxurious European furnishing, all in the comfort of its 
spacious 4,000 sq. ft. show room.  

Popular furniture brands such as hülsta, Leolux, now! by hulsta, will be returning back to Singapore 
under the new exclusive dealership of MÖBEL STORY after more than 3 year hiatus. 
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Ms. Koh Gim Yen, Director of MÖBEL STORY, said “The 
opening of the flagship concept store is a huge step 
forward for MÖBEL STORY. Not only will this mark the 
first time we’re bringing in five other renowned 
European brands into the Singapore market besides 
FLEXA, it also signifies the expansion of our business to 
accommodate a wider and more varied range of 
customers. Showcasing furniture items from brands such 
as hülsta, Leolux, now! by hulsta Kymo, Paola C (Italy) 
will provide more options to our patrons.  

We are confident that these furniture items will be well-
received by the ever-growing group of discerning furniture buyers in Singapore.” 

MÖBEL STORY’s flagship store at Loewen Road by Dempsey Hill, will be celebrating its soft launch on 
the 11th & 12th July 2015 with refreshments and special door gifts for both walk-in and invited 
guests. (while stock lasts). A free shuttle bus service is available daily from 0900hrs to 2115hrs 
between various stops to Loewen Cluster, including bus-stop in front of Thai Embassy and bus stop 
in front of Four Seasons, which will start operation from 1st July 2015.  

Here are more details on the six furniture brands that patrons can expect at the new MÖBEL STORY’s 
concept store: 

● FLEXA is a well-loved brand among parents in Singapore for the past nine years. A specialist 
in designing and manufacturing of Scandinavian interior solutions for kids, FLEXA (Denmark) 
continues develop and create complete and contemporary interiors for babies and children. 
All of their products are designed to create a safe and stimulating environment, which 
adapts, grows and transforms to meet a child’s ongoing developmental needs, while being at 
an affordable price.  

 
● Hülsta is a brand which believes that furniture is not simply a tool or an object, but it 

expresses the personality of the manufacturer and the owner. hülsta furniture stands for 
quality made in Germany and it has always been their utmost priority to create timelessly 
beautiful shapes and long-lasting products that help to create an inspiring home. 
 

● Innovation and creativity are the keys to success for Germany’s Kymo. The ability to be 
flexible, creative and innovative can only happen because they listen, learn and collect 
information and ideas, all in a bid to create unique furniture pieces that are special to their 
customers. 

 
● Leolux prides themselves on creating products using a perfect combination of traditional 

craftsmanship and technology. Sustainability is a core trait of their products which are 
produced in Netherlands, giving them a timeless feel and a long life expectancy. Durable and 
intricately designed with the latest in technology, Leolux is the perfect fit for the 
contemporary home.  

http://www.flexaworld.com/
http://www.huelsta.com/int_en/country/index.html
http://www.kymo.de/
http://www.leolux.com/
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● now! vision by hulsta envisions their customers being contented. With their philosophy 

focused on furnishing; the brand aims to create an impressive yet unpretentious look and 
their products display a simple yet playful architecture, which is available in numerous 
versions. Using only the best quality materials, there is an endless stream of possibilities and 
combinations to their products.  

 
● Hosting tableware collections based on a youthful yet refined interpretation, Italian’s Paola 

C. products have been capturing the eyes of interior designers and home decorators since its 
inception. Creating practical, elegant and poetic objects, Paola C. strives to add the finishing 
touches to every customer’s home. 

 
Log on to mobelstory.com.sg for more information about MÖBEL STORY and the brands that 
they carry. 
 
Please refer to appendix for key furniture pieces of each brand 

 

- End - 

About MÖBEL STORY 

MÖBEL STORY (formerly known as Hi Ko) is a home-grown Singapore furniture company with 
extensive knowledge and experience in exquisite handcrafted designer furniture and decorative arts. 
A recipient of the 2012’s Singapore Outstanding Entrepreneur Awards, MÖBEL STORY believes that 
behind every quality piece of furniture and artwork, is a story to tell and aims to showcase the 
unique and individual tales of each piece. With a newly launched flagship concept store located at 
the tranquil Loewen Road by Dempsey Hill, the MÖBEL STORY’s 4,000 square feet show floor 
features a wide range of furniture pieces from world-renowned European brands such as hülsta, 
now! by hulsta, Leolux, Kymo, Paola C and FLEXA, offering a unique blend of style and elegance in its 
designer furniture items made of the highest quality. 

This press release was issued on behalf of MÖBEL STORY. 

For media enquiries, please contact Strategic Public Relations Group (SPRG): 

  Ms. Yuki Fong 
  Senior Account Executive 
  T: +65 6325 8376 
  E: yuki.fong@sprg.com.sg 

Ms. Samantha Ng 
Assistant Account Manager 
T: +65 6325 8265 
E: samantha.ng@sprg.com.sg 

 

 

 

 

http://www.nowbyhuelsta.de/
http://www.paolac.com/
http://www.paolac.com/
http://mobelstory.com.sg/
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Appendix 

Forest Theme 

by FLEXA 

MEGA-DESIGN 

Bookshelf/Wall Combination 

by hülsta 

  

With children having an innate curiosity to 
everything natural, be they cute animals or 
plants, they could hold children’s attention for 
hours on end. The new FLEXA forest-themed 
textiles to adorn FLEXA products, children are 
encouraged to have fun, relax, play, learn and 
use their imagination in the wild. With a long 
history in specialising in the design and 
manufacturing of contemporary interiors for 
babies and children, FLEXA products are 
designed to create a stimulating environment 
that adapts, grows and transforms to meet the 
children’s developmental needs. 
 
By using soft coloured tones, a delicate and 
relaxed atmosphere is given in the children’s 
room. Children can learn how to tell time with 
the clock inside the birdhouse as well as the 
storage boxes can tell the child how to tidy-up. 
They can play hide and seek with the cave, bed 
pockets and play curtains. The 3D effects also 
stimulate the child’s ability to touch and feel. 

You might say that the term “classically-
modern” was coined especially for the MEGA-
DESIGN. The timeless and clean design fits 
perfectly with virtually every interior as it 
features an attractive change of widths in the 
open compartments, with a balanced interplay 
of lacquer, glass and wood. 
 
With hülsta, furniture is not just a tool, but an 
expression  of personality. The MEGA-DESIGN 
boasts flexibility; innovative functions, new 
options and attractive finishes leave plenty of 
room for your creative input, allowing you to 
mix and match with different individual 
combinations. Add your own style to this living 
room, shelving and library system in a way that 
only the MEGA-DESIGN can. 

 

 

http://www.flexaworld.com/
http://www.huelsta.com/int_en/country/index.html
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SG Airy Premium 

by Kymo 

B Flat Sofa 

by Leolux 

 

 

The Kymo floorwear collection creates rhythmic 
structures that interact with their environment 
as 3D elements in room and spaces. Like the 
deep and soulful pulse of minimal electronic 
music, the SG Airy Premium stays faithful to the 
culture of remixing and sampling in music, as it 
encourages everyone to apply their own style 
and add their own creative input in creating a 
unique piece of Kymo floorwear. 
 
With customisable sizes, shapes, colours and 
design, everyone can create the perfect 
accompaniment to their home interior 
landscape. 
 

The B flat sofa set by Leolux is most 
distinguishable by the backs that rotate in their 
round bedding. Being completely flat, they 
provide a transparent look in your living room 
with each back serving as an individual casual 
seat as well. With the appearance of being very 
low, the adjustable B-shaped back allows you to 
choose the right level of comfort by turning the 
back up and gives it a flexibility to fit every 
interior landscape. 
 
With its distinctive look, the B flat sofa is 
suitable for every home and is crowned for its 
intricate design. Leolux understands how to 
create the perfect combination of exquisite and 
traditional craftsmanship and technology, 
priding sustainability, which in turn creates a 
product such as the B-Flat; a timeless product 
with a long life expectancy. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.kymo.de/
http://www.leolux.com/
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now! vision 

by now! by hulsta 

Titus I, Titus II and Titus III 

by Paola C. 

 
 

With an impressive and unpretentious look, 
now! vision offers a simple yet playful take on 
interior design with numerous versions. As what 
you would expect from hulsta, now! vision is 
extremely flexible: the surfaces vary from 
classical lacquer and high-gloss fronts to 
accented versions in stylish petrol, teal blue and 
terracotta, as well as high-quality veneers in core 
walnut and natural oak. 
 
Designed to fit the contemporary home and 
adding joy to the ambience, now! vision offers 
endless combinations and possibilities, allowing 
you to play around with more than just colours. 
The large selection of available units allows you 
to plan stacked or wall units variably within the 
limits of the bookshelf frame system. 

The Titus I, Titus II and Titus III are the 
ornaments to spruce up any home interior 
landscape. 
 
With a beautiful shiny finish and a gunmetal 
stand, silver plated stand and copper stand 
respectively, this family of ceramic vases add 
the finishing touch to every home, presenting 
a distinctive and exquisite finish to any of your 
furniture at home. 
 
With tableware collection based on a youthful 
and yet refined interpretation, Paola C. 
collections of objects create only the most 
contemporary and current pieces for you. 
 

 

 

http://www.nowbyhuelsta.de/index.php/en/en/
http://www.paolac.com/



